Indoors, GNSS signal encounters severe multipath power loss and fading which leads to significant signal degradation of the amplitude and phase to perform GPS (or GNSS) signal acquisition. To overcome these effects, piling up received GPS (or GNSS) data is a traditional (or conventional) method; however, it exhibits two shortcomings (drawbacks or limitations): instable detection performance, such as the probability of false alarm (PFA) fluctuates due to changes of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); and elongated acquisition time caused by extended accumulation duration and over repetitive FA occurrence (or "penalty"). To overcome the first shortcoming, an adaptive structure is employed in GNSS signal acquisition that enables constant FA rate (CFAR) criteria to guarantee a stable detection performance on the GNSS signal acquisition. To overcome the second shortcoming, an adaptive determination on accumulation length is employed to minimize the accumulation duration; therefore, a double-dwell structure (DDS) is used to reduce the processing time "penalty" caused by FA. Simulation results illustrate that an adaptive, stable detection implementation and DDS reduce the average acquisition time by almost fifty percent (or by half or a factor of two).
Most people in the literature have recognized that we have a major problem: GPS receivers do neither acquire nor track weak GPS signals. How can we solve this challenging or significant problem? Most elaborated detailed discussions on addressing this problem are provided in Progri pioneer publication 2016 [1] . For the sake or space and argument we are going to limit the discussion on just improvements that are obtained from acquiring weak GPS (or GNSS) signals; i.e.,
GPS receiver acquisition and tracking algorithms (or methods).
There is good literature on various weak GPS signal acquisition methods that can roughly be divided into four main categories: the GPS data accumulation (Psiaki 2001 [5] ; Ziedan and Garrison 2004 [6] ; Elderts-Boll and Dettmar 2004 [7] ; Yu et al. 2007 [8] ); the GPS signal acquisition performance by mitigating the inference from noise, jamming signals or the cross-correlation results from unexpected GPS signals (Progri 2011 [9] ; Balaei and Dempster 2009 [10] ; Brenneman et al. 2010 [11] ; Deergha and Swamy 2006 [12] ; Fante and Vaccaro 2000 [13] ; Amin et al. 2004 [14] ); the novel signal detection schemes (Huang et al. 2013 [15] ; Huang and Pi 2009 [16] ; Mahani et al. 2003 [17] ); multi-user detection acquisition and tracking (Progri et al. 2005 [18] ; Progri et al. 2009 [19] ). Psiaki 2001, [5] studied two weak GPS signal acquisition methods: "full-bit" and "half-bit" based on non-coherent accumulation (NCAC) that enables SNR improvement by piling up the GPS data or intuitively, by accumulating more GPS data in the condition that the carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) is positive. However, there are some factors that limit the GPS data length extension: the square loss and the signal distortion caused by the Doppler shift. The longer the accumulated GPS data is generated the more severe the square loss which profoundly degrades the accumulation efficiency. Similarly, the longer the accumulated data length the more fluctuations caused by waveform distortions. Therefore the GPS signal SNR improvement based on NCAC is limited to a certain range (or extent). Different from NCAC, the differential coherent accumulation (DCAC) method is also employed to acquire weak GPS signal (Elderts-Boll and Dettmar 2004 [7] ; Yu et al. 2007 [8] ; Wang et al. 2013 [20] ; Borio et al. [21] ). The differential accumulation method sums up the products of any two adjacent coherent accumulation (CAC) results. The differential accumulation method increases the tolerance on the Doppler shift and the data bit transition.
However, the SNR improved efficiency is not high enough compared to the CAC method in the case of the small Doppler shift.
Progri, 2011 [9] proposed significant improvement of the signal to interference by restoring the phase of the desired signal; Balaei and Dempster, 2009 [10] studied the different statistics between the expected GPS signal and the interference and proposed an effective method of suppressing the jamming signal according to different statistics variables.
Brenneman et al, 2001 [11] employed smart antenna arrays to perform spatial filtering which suppresses signals on the secondary paths and improves the SNR. Deergha and Swamy, 2006 [12] suppressed the frequency modulation interference by the time-frequency technology. Fante and Vaccaro, 2000 [13] employed the antenna array to implement the space-time signal processing technology to cancel the wideband inference. Amin et al. 2004 [14] studied the orthogonality between the signal subspace and the noise subspace to mitigate the degradation by the noise and interference. Similarly, antenna arrays are employed in the subspace of GPS signal processing Progri et al. 2009 [19] . Huang and Pi, 2009 [16] employed the Duffing chaotic oscillator to detect the weak GPS signal which utilizes the dynamic features of the chaotic oscillator, the sensitivity to the periodical signal, and the immunity to noise. Mahani, 2003 [17] used a cascading structure to handle the interference from the ground GPS signal amplifier.
One simplified and acceptable description of GPS signal fades is based on severe effects caused by two main factors:
shadowing and multipath effects.
Consider an indoor environment for example, the GPS signal strength decreases extremely fast after going through all kinds of medium, like window glass, concrete wall, wooden wall, etc. Furthermore, due to inconsistencies that lie in the medium material and path lengths of the transmission medium, the GPS signal strength (or power or amplitude or phase) fluctuates severely. Since, in conditions with light-of-sight (LOS) GPS signal a GPS receiver can successfully acquire a GPS signal much faster than in the absence of a LOS GPS signal; hence, the fixed GPS signal acquisition scheme is not a good practice in designing GPS receivers that operate in applications extending to indoor, underground, or underwater Progri (or Progri et al.) [1] , [2] , [4] , [9] , [18] - [19] , [22] - [24] .
One way to overcome the absence of a LOS GPS signal during the GPS signal acquisition is by means of adaptive communication and radar receivers (Weiss 1982 [25] ; Griep et al. 1994 [26] ). Weiss, 1982 studied three types of CFAR adaptive signal detection schemes with different threshold setting principles [25] . Griep 
CFAR on Adaptive GPS Signal Acquisition Based on NCAC
In this section, the statistics of CAC on GPS signals L1 C/A code, L1C, and Galileo E1 OS, the principle of CFAR adaptive GPS signal detection based on CAC and CFAR GPS signal detection based on NCAC are discussed.
Statistics of CAC on GPS Signals L1 C/A code, L1C, and Galileo E1 OS
Consider K visible GPS satellites in sight. The GPS C/A-code waveform transmitted from a kth GPS satellite is given by Progri [1] .
(1)
where is the time of transmission of the kth GPS signal; c k ( ) is pseudorandom code at time which for the GPS L1, L2, or L5 [2] is the C/A code with code repetition sequence period at 1 ms, is carrier frequency which for GPS is the MHz, MHz, or
is the data bit transition for satellite k spread by the code [1] and is the period when a data bit transition occurs (for the GPS L1 data case, it is equal to 20 ms), is some initial carrier phase of the signal; and the index k changes from .
While the total number of GPS satellites is close to thirty one as of 2010 [1] the total number of visible GPS satellites is typically twelve or around ten depending on your location and the visibility of your location; i.e., the GPS antenna.
The GPS L1C baseband signal contains seventy five percent of the power in the pilot signal and twenty five percent of the power in the data signal which can be written as [1] .
(2)
with the Primary Code (PC), Secondary Code (SC), navigation data (D), and TMBOC defined as
In the case of the Galileo E1 OS, the MBOC is used instead of TMBOC, and other signal design details can be obtained in
Progri et al [18] explains brilliantly all the steps required to obtain the received GPS signal via (1) through (16) in [18] .
The only addition to Progri's model is the inclusion of the multiplicative noise [18] . Therefore, the received GPS signal degraded by additive noise and multiplicative noise simultaneously can be expressed as follow at the discrete index, , as
Journal of Geolocation, Geo-information, and Geo-intelligence 5 (7) where , and (8) where, , denotes the kth visible GPS satellite Doppler frequency, is the sampling period in seconds (s), is the residual code phase delay, denotes multiplicative noise and denotes additive Gaussian noise. The multiplicative noise is generated by the abundant electrons in the ionosphere and high density of multipath. And the additive noise is usually considered to be induced by the receiver hardware [15] .
In order to perform acquisition of a GPS signal, correlation between the received GPS signal, , and locally generated identical replica, , corresponding to the kth GPS satellite signal, is performed; where, assuming that there is no Doppler effect on the locally generated signal we have (9) For simplification in the later analysis, the chip length distortion effect and the data bit are ignored. Simplifying on GPS signal analytical expression is reasonable because the chip length distortion can be compensated by the local GPS signal replica distorted by Doppler shift. And the data bit caused carrier phase transition can be avoided by algorithms.
Furthermore, the research in this paper focuses on the case in which multiplicative noise is small enough and can be ignored.
The processing method which handling GPS signal degraded by multiplicative and additive noise is analyzed Huang et al, 2013 [15] . Based on these above assumptions, (1) can be rewritten as (10) Due to the orthogonality of the pseudo random code, the received GPS signal from only one satellite is taken into consideration in our analysis. In the correlation-based acquisition scheme, the adjacent (or remaining) GPS signals can be considered as additive noise to the desired (or received) GPS signal.
Derived from the assumption above, the received GPS signal from one satellite can be rewritten as:
GPS signal in 1 ms can be expressed below in the condition of 5 MHz sampling frequency [30] 
where (13) where is sampling period, and [30] which is also good for the GPS L1C code and Galileo E1 OS. Locally generated C/A code in one period can be expressed as:
The maximum value of the circular correlation results between r and s ,
Where is the pseudorandom code correlation function versus time, and .
Since the additive Gaussian noise is independent at different time point , under the assumption with the existence of GPS signal, observes Gaussian distribution.
The mean is and the variance is . Under the assumption without the existence of GPS signal, can be assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with mean and variance .
To normalize the variance of the correlation peak value is written as:
; ;
The probability density function (pdf) of , under assumption , , is normal of Gaussian [1] ; 
Principle of CFAR Adaptive GPS Signal Detection Based on CAC
In order to detect a GPS signal, the absolute value of is used to compared with threshold to determine the existence of GPS signal, . Therefore, under the assumption, , follows a Rice distribution, the following is obtained
Under assumption , , follows Rayleigh distribution, yields
To guarantee CFAR, the following should be satisfied, ii
Where denotes the threshold; hence, (23) can be rewritten as,
The threshold, , can be resolved from (25) In order to detect the GPS signal, the SNR gain caused by CAC can be calculated by the formula below (26) where denotes the length of pseudorandom code, in ms.
Indeed, limited by the carrier phase transition caused by data bit transition, the length of coherent accumulation data is no more than 10 ms. In challenging environments where GPS signal strength degrades severely, coherent integration cannot meet the initial GPS signal acquisition requirement.
Fortunately, NCAC can be used to further increase SNR.
The GPS NCAC statistics is expressed below (27) where ; denotes the CAC result for the length ms and denotes the transpose operator. In common cases; is a positive integral less than Journal of Geolocation, Geo-information, and Geo-intelligence 7
After the normalization processing on the variance of CAC result, , the NCAC statistics can be expressed as (28) where (29) Under the assumption, , statistics, , follows a Gamma pdf [1] , [32] 
To achieve CFAR adaptive detection scheme, (28) should stand iii (31) where is the regularized incomplete upper Gamma function [1] and is the gamma function [33] . The value of determines the threshold value of a GPS receiver, whose analytic value in (31) can be computed in closed-form using the definition of the inverse incomplete Gamma function as [34] (32) 
Adaptive GPS Signal Detection Based on DCAC
The outline of DCAC can be depicted as: compute the CAC result and from the received GPS signal corresponding to th and th respectively; perform conjugate multiplication between and and pile up the products to get the differential accumulation statistics 
where is Gamma function; is order Bessel function of second kind; and is a normalizing 
and .
Under the assumption (with GPS signal), statistics, , in (33), has a parabolic cylinder pdf (see Progri 2016 [37] ) as follows (38) where is called the parabolic cylinder function (see [38] pg. 1028 9.24-9.25) and is the Hermite polynomials (see [38] pg. 996 8.95) ; ;
;
; and is Whittaker function [39] (see also [38] 
where .
Since the analytic solution to (48) is very laborious to be computed analytically as shown in Progri 2016 [36] , it is shown however, that it approaches a half normal distribution with variance (see (75) in Progri 2016 [36] ) with an absolute error of the pdf and cdf within five percent, which can be employed to computed very easily the detection threshold, .
The threshold value plane versus N and PFA is presented in Fig.   3 (c). As shown in Fig. 3 (c) the DCAC has just as good performance in an indoor presence of additive and multiplicative noise as if it were in the ideal conditions of just signal and Gaussian noise.
Background Noise Power Estimation in Indoor Adaptive GPS Signal Detection
In this section the following are discussed: conventional background noise estimation method; and improvement on background noise power level for GPS signal.
Conventional Background Noise Estimation Method
From the discussions in the former sections, to implement adaptive GPS signal detection, the estimated background noise 2 There are neither numerical issues with the constant nor in general with the parabolic cylinder pdf of cdf (38) ; nevertheless, the parabolic cylinder cdf (38) needs to be computed in closed form and verified whether it is a valid cdf and its inverse needs to be computed also; hence, it is still under investigation and it will require a lot of work to complete this investigation. The reader is encouraged to read Progri 2016 [37] for an introduction of the parabolic cylinder pdf and .
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The traditional background noise power level estimation method, which calculates the average power level, is effective in processing signal at a single frequency. However, for noise estimation in GPS signal acquisition, improvement is needed.
Narrow band signals at different single frequencies are orthogonal to each other. For GPS signals at the same bandwidth and frequency, the pseudorandom code cannot be guaranteed to be orthogonal to each other, which is the reason why the background noise power level estimation method should be modified.
The pseudorandom codes in GPS signal are not totally orthogonal to each other, which means the correlation result between different GPS signals does not equal to zero and autocorrelation value of the same pseudorandom code with time shift does not equal to zero. In the range of 1 ms initial pseudorandom code phase shift, the autocorrelation results equals to of the maximum correlation with occurrence , of the maximum correlation with and with seventy five percent.
Using traditional background noise power level estimation method, the non-zero autocorrelation results of GPS signal are also taken as part of the background noise. Therefore, an improvement of the existed background noise is needed.
The improvement focuses on eliminating the "fake noise" caused by the mismatched pseudorandom code phase autocorrelation, which is called "fake noise" cancellation. 
x  x y FIGURE 5: Autocorrelation peak values versus initial pseudorandom code phase shift.
Substitute the two sets of estimated amplitude and noise variance , ( and into (52) and calculate and ; and the one, which approaches most, is taken as the estimated background power level.
Adaptive Change on Data Length of NCAC
From the former discussion, extension of NCAC length can elevate SNR effectively. However, the computation burden is heavy; hence, a tradeoff between increasing SNR and reducing computation burden is necessary.
The ideal case the accumulation length can exactly guarantee the requirement on the SNR gain. To achieve this objective, two solutions are proposed and discussed of in this section: SNR gain formula based method and probability formula inverse method.
In the SNR gain based method, the SNR gain is depicted in Hence, we introduce next the probability formula inverse method.
From (17) 
Adaptive GPS Signal Detection Based On DDS

Principle of GPS Signal Detection Based on DDS
The study in the former sections focused on a single detection structure, which is employed in almost all traditional GPS receiver. When detecting GPS signal, FA and tracking loss will happen inevitably. As long as the degradation on GPS signal occurs, the PFA and tracking loss increase.
Indeed, GPS receiver consumes a lot of time to re-arrive at successful acquisition state, after recovering from FA and tracking loss which leads to an increase of the average acquisition time (see Appendix B).
In this section, the application of DDS in GPS signal acquisition is discussed because of the obvious advantage of DDS lies in reducing the average time by lowering "penalty" time caused by FA and tracking loss.
DDS consists of a 2-tier GPS signal detection structure that works simultaneously because the probability of 2-tier detection structure encountering FA is much smaller than that of a single structure; i.e., one detection structure works effectively even if FA or tracking loss happens in the other structure. By comparing and contrasting the two combination methods (or subsystems), the hardware resource in module is not utilized. Therefore, parallel method (or subsystem) is preferred in this paper. Figure 7 illustrates the parallel DDS based GPS signal acquisition.
The traditional DDS is not a good solution to acquire GPS signal. The unfitness of conventional structure lies in two aspects: considering the discussions on GPS signal pseudorandom code carrier phase domain search in [40] , the carrier frequency domain search was not been considered; the cascade form is studied in the existed double dwell acquisition structure. 
Numerical, Theoretical Results
To test the effectiveness of the methods proposed in this Using the improved and traditional estimation method, two background noise levels are calculated respectively; afterwards, two threshold values calculated by numeric method in the condition of ; in the time duration when GPS satellite is invisible, gather data with GPS antenna and store the data in computer. To test detection performance at different CNR, white Gaussian noise is posed on the received GPS signal to calculate PFA continuously. Figure 9 demonstrates the PFA curve. From Fig. 9 (a), using traditional background noise level estimation method, the actual rate of FA is higher than the rate for the improved method.
The difference in detection performance is caused by the non-zero cross-correlation result, which will be taken as noise in traditional method.
To test GPS signal detection performance based on DCAC, simulations are performed in this section. To demonstrate the advantage of improved noise estimation method, traditional noise estimation method is also used to determine threshold.
Journal of Geolocation, Geo-information, and Geo-intelligence To test the advantage of adaptive threshold setting, GPS detection scheme based on fixed threshold is performed in contrast. To reflect detection performance at different CNR continuously, simulated GPS data is used which is generated in the simulation computer.
From the Fig. 9 (b) , the CFAR GPS detection scheme based on DCAC brings in smaller PFA than detection scheme with fixed threshold; furthermore, the detection performance with improved noise estimation method outperforms the traditional noise estimation method. From the Fig. 9 (b) , using traditional noise estimation method, the PFA increases when CNR for unexpected GPS signal becomes larger. Since of the non-zero cross-correlation result, unexpected GPS signal will generate larger interference to expected GPS signal when CNR increase.
Test is also performed to make a contrast on the detection performance between DCAC and NCAC based scheme. To illustrate the advantage of DCAC scheme on Doppler tolerance, GPS signal at large Doppler shift (500 Hz) is generated in the test. Figure 10 
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Appendix B: DDS Markov Chain Analyses
DDS Markov Chain analyses consist of: (1) state transition diagram of DDS based on GPS signal acquisition and (2) average acquisition time.
State Transition Diagram of DDS Based on GPS Signal Acquisition
Using DDS, GPS receiver can be classified into three distinct states:
1. Neither DCAC based detection scheme has acquired a GPS signal, nor NCAC based detection scheme does confirm the existence of GPS signal;
2. DCAC based detection scheme claims that a GPS signal is acquired, but NCAC based detection scheme does not confirm the existence of a GPS signal;
3. DCAC based detection scheme claims that a GPS signal is acquired, and NCAC based detection scheme confirms the existence (or presence) of a GPS signal.
To illustrate the stochastic model describing the state transition relationship among these three states, a Markov chain v is given in Fig. 13 . 
Average Acquisition Time
Hence,
This concludes the discussion on average acquisition time and Appendix B DDS Markov chain analyses.
i Further discussion on the computation of the probability of detection or miss detection is given in Appendix A. ii Ditto iii Ditto iv Ditto v A Markov chain is a stochastic model describing a sequence of possible events in which the probability of each event depends only on the state attained in the previous event.
